ABSTRACT: Plasmonic excitations are usually attributed to the free electron response at visible frequencies in the classic plasmonic metals Au and Ag. However, the vast majority of metals exhibit spectrally localized interband transitions or broad interband transition backgrounds in the energy range of interest for nanoplasmonics. Nevertheless, the interaction of interband transitions with localized plasmons in optical nanoantennas has hitherto received relatively little attention -probably because interband transitions are regarded as highly unwanted due to their
strong damping effect on the localized plasmons. However, with an increasing number of metals (beyond Au and Ag) being considered for nanoplasmonic applications such as hydrogen sensing (Pd), UV-SERS (Al) or magnetoplasmonics (Ni, Fe, Co) , a deeper conceptual understanding of the interactions between a localized plasmon mode and an interband transition is very important.
Here, as a generic example, we examine the interaction of a localized (in energy space) interband transition with spectrally tunable localized plasmonic excitations, and unearth the underlying physics in a phenomenological approach for the case of Ni disk nanoantennas. We find that plasmon-interband interactions can be understood in the classical picture of two coupled harmonic oscillators, exhibiting the typical energy anticrossing fingerprint of a coupled system approaching the strong-coupling regime.
TEXT: The optical response of metal nanoparticles is distinctly different compared to their bulk counterparts due to the resonant collective oscillation of free electrons, so-called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The frequency of the LSPR oscillation can be controlled actively through the size and geometry of the particles as well as the surrounding medium, and can be well described by classical electrodynamics. 1 2 3 4 Despite the dominant contribution of free electron LSPR to the optical properties of metal nanoparticle systems (in particular for the "classic" metals Au and Ag in the visible spectral range) for many other metals local (in energy space) or more global "backgrounds" of interband transitions (IBTs) also significantly affect their interaction with near-visible light. For example, in previous work, it has been shown that the LSPR response of Pd and Pt nanoparticles is strongly affected by the presence of a broad interband absorption background. 3 5 6 Other metals exhibit more spectrally localized IBTsexamples are Al (1.5eV), Cu (2.1eV), Fe (2.5eV) or Ni (4.7eV). 7 8 Their interaction with LSPR has so far been investigated rather scarcely. 9 10 11 The latter is probably due to the fact that, in general terms in nanoplasmonics, bound electron transitions within or between bands are regarded as highly unwanted due to the attributed losses and damping of the LSPR. Hence, the interaction and coupling between localized plasmonic excitations of free electrons and IBTs has received little attention and is conceptually not well understood, let alone regarded as something potentially useful.
For this reason, in this work, we address in detail the interaction of a localized (in energy space) IBT with plasmonic excitations and unearth the underlying physics by analyzing experimentally and theoretically the case of Ni nanoantennas. We choose Ni as our model system because it has a spectrally localized IBT at ca. 4.7 eV in the UV, which conveniently allows us to spectrally tune and detune the LSPR from the IBT by means of nanofabricating antennas with different size or by employing surrounding media with different refractive index to scrutinize the LSPR-IBT interactions. As the main result of that analysis we find that the LSPR -IBT interaction can be understood and described in a classical picture by two coupled harmonic oscillators. As we will show, the response of the LSPR-IBT system exhibits energy anticrossing/frequency splitting, which typically is observed in so-called strongly coupled systems and there referred to as Rabi splitting. 12 13 14 15 16 . Since the concepts that we develop and present in this work are generic, they are directly applicable to other metals featuring localized
IBTs at near-visible frequencies.
We start by preparing arrays (covering cm 2 areas) of nickel nanodisks on fused silica substrates using hole-mask colloidal lithography. 17 This facilitates ensemble measurements of quasi-single particle optical properties. To probe the LSPR-IB interactions we steer the plasmon energy 18 19 for oblate spheroids embedded in a homogeneous effective medium with refractive index 1.25, and by using a Ni dielectric function generated in the Drude-Lorentz framework by fitting the experimental data by JohnsonChristy 7 (see SI for details). As we have found earlier for other metals, the agreement between experiment and theory is more than reasonable in view of the simplifying assumptions in the model. 3 From the measured and calculated data we make three main interesting observations. For decreasing disk size the LSPR is spectrally shifted towards the IBT resulting in (i) decreasing extinction efficiency of the low-energy (LE) peak (intuitively attributed to the LSPR), (ii) increasing extinction efficiency for the high-energy (HE) peak (intuitively attributed to the IBT), and (iii) a spectral shift of the latter towards higher energies as the LSPR "approaches". All these trends are nicely reproduced by the MLWA calculations.
In a second complementary experiment we again spectrally shift the LSPR with respect to the IBT in Ni but now without changing the nanodisk geometry/volume. This is achieved by evaporating a 20 nm thick SiO 2 film onto a sample with Ni nanodisks with 60 nm diameter and 40 nm height, to increase the average refractive index surrounding the disks from 1.25 to 1.5. The made observations are, at first sight, quite surprising, in particular the fact that the HE extinction peak -intuitively associated with the IBT in Ni -is spectrally shifted by several eV if the LSPR is pushed towards it. The former is rather improbable here because the IBT energy is determined by the bulk metal band structure only since the dimensions of the disks are far too large to exhibit quantum size effects. It is therefore useful to consider a simple mechanistic model of our system in terms of two harmonic oscillators: one representing the LSPR and the second one the IBT. This description is reasonable since, commonly, the dielectric functions of metals (and thus the fundamental band-structure-based properties determining IBTs and LSPRs)
are well described by a Drude term and a/several Lorentzian oscillator term(s) accounting for the IBT(s). A system of two coupled harmonic oscillators A and B can be described analytically in a purely classical picture as pedagogically shown by Novotny 20 , and have eigenfrequencies
where
and Since the split is proportional to κ, the splitting increases with stronger coupling between the oscillators. The eigenfrequencies of the coupled oscillators (κ≠0) exhibiting the characteristic frequency anticrossing as seen in strongly coupled systems. 20 We now turn back to our Ni antennas to analyze our data in the above framework. As a first step of our analysis we plot, in Figure 3 , the spectral positions of the LE and HE peaks observed in our experimentally measured, and in the MLWA extinction spectra as a function of the disk diameter (D). In addition, to highlight the (almost negligible) role of details in particle shape, we also plot the spectral positions of the LE and HE peaks as obtained from FDTD simulations of Ni disks (as opposed to oblate spheroids calculated by MLWA). In both cases the DL-dielectric function shown in the Methods section was used. For the LE-peak two scaling regimes can be identified. For large diameters the peak position is basically proportional to D and the system is in the material-independent regime, in line with what has been reported by Zoric et al. for other plasmonic metals. 3 For decreasing particle size, in the second scaling regime, a pronounced deviation from the D proportionality is observed and the LE peak energy asymptotically approaches a value around 3.5 eV both for the experiment and the simulated/calculated data. It is now interesting to look at the corresponding scaling of the HE-peak with D. We find, for large D, a basically constant value of ca. 4.5 eV in the experimental and FDTD data, and 4.1 eV for the MLWA calculations, respectively, which corresponds roughly to the Ni IBT energy (we conclude that the mismatch between experiment/FDTD and MLWA is related to the different shapes of particles -disks vs. oblate spheroids -calculated by the two methods). The HE peak starts to shift to higher energies for D < ca. 100 -80 nm, i.e. when the LE peak starts to asymptotically approach the 3.5 eV limit by deviating from the D-proportionality. The most striking consequence is that a "forbidden zone" emerges, within which none of the two peaks is allowed. This behavior is thus the exact equivalent of the energy anticrossing behavior discussed above for the coupled harmonic oscillators, where the LSPR constitutes the first and the IBT the second oscillator. In our experiment and calculations, varying the diameter of the Ni antenna (which shifts the LSPR frequency) has qualitatively the same consequence as varying the spring constant of oscillator B in the model. Thus, the IBT corresponds to oscillator A with constant k A , as determined by the band structure of the metal.
To further highlight this analogy, in Figure 3 (black crosses), we also plot the peak position obtained in the MLWA framework when using a Drude dielectric function (i.e. no IBT term) with ω P = 11.7 eV, γ c =1.4 eV and ε ∞ =3.6 eV. We find that for large D, the LE peak energy obtained in the experiment or by FDTD/MLWA using the DL dielectric function is in good agreement with the peak energy obtained when using only a Drude dielectric function. This is expected since in this regime, the dielectric response of Nickel is well described in the Drude framework. However, as the key result, when the LSPR energy calculated based on the Drude dielectric function approaches the regime where the anticrossing is observed in the experiment, the Drude LSPR peak energy shifts continuously across the forbidden zone. In other words, as expected in the absence of the IBT at 4.5 eV, no anticrossing is observed. This proves the importance of LSPR-IBT coupling for the energy split to occur. Interestingly, for further decreasing D, that is when posing the LSPR beyond the IBT, it is now the HE peak, which is proportional (but shifted in energy by roughly by the widths of the forbidden zone) the to the Drude LSPR. This is perfectly in line with the prediction made by Pakizeh 11 , that is for small D it is the HE peak that carries the "signature" of the LSPR, whereas for large D it is the LE peak. deviation from the initial D proportionality is observed and the LE peak energy asymptotically approaches a value around 3.5 eV. For the HE-peak, at large D, we find a constant value until, for D < 80 -100 nm, the peak is shifted to higher energies. The most striking observation is a "forbidden zone" within which none of the two peaks is allowed. The latter is a direct manifestation of the energy anticrossing fingerprint for a coupled system in or approaching the strong coupling regime. The black symbols correspond to the LSPR energy calculated by MLWA using a Drude dielectric function, that is, without any interband contribution. For large D, the peak energy follows nicely the experimental and FDTD data. However, as the key result, when the LSPR energy calculated based on the Drude dielectric function approaches the regime where the anticrossing is observed in the experiment, the Drude LSPR peak energy shifts continuously through the forbidden zone. In other words, as expected in the absence of the IBT at 4.5 eV, no anticrossing is observed.
A similar analysis for our second data set, that is nickel antennas with constant geometry tailored to achieve maximal coupling, where we vary the surrounding dielectric environment is shown in Figure 4 . We plot the peak positions for the HE and LE peaks obtained from the experiment and the MLWA calculations as a function of the refractive index (RI) of the surrounding medium. As we, by changing the RI, spectrally shift the LSPR we fine-tune the coupling between the IBT and the LSPR and push the latter above the forbidden energy zone by energy anticrossing. The same DL-dielectric function that we used for our MLWA calculations was also used here. In Finally, we note that we expect only the dipolar mode to be excited in the Ni disks since they are thin (20 nm) and illuminated at normal incidence. Moreover, the disks size in the coupling regime is such (< 80 nm) that we expect to be in the quasistatic regime. Therefore, the observed increased penetration of the field into the particle for small disks in the coupling regime in Figure   5b is not caused by the excitation of higher modes but due to a slight alteration of field distribution due to the coupling to the IBT. the energies corresponding to the HE and LE peak for two antenna sizes in the uncoupled regime (114 nm, 192 nm) and in the coupled regime (76 nm, 52 nm). Clearly, in the uncoupled regime, the LE peak shows a dipolar signature with significant field enhancement and can thus be attributed to the LSPR, whereas the HE peak exhibits no field enhancement and can be attributed to the IBT. In contrast, in the coupled regime at both the LE and HE peak energies a dipolar signature with significant field enhancement is seen for the respective near field distributions.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally (by extinction measurements on Ni disk nanoantenna arrays without long-range order) and theoretically (by MLWA calculations and FDTD simulations) that LSPR-IBT interactions can be understood as two coupled harmonic oscillators that approach a strong coupling regime. The latter is manifested by an experimentally and theoretically observed energy anticrossing that occurs when pushing the LSPR towards and above the IBT by means of (i) tailoring the antenna diameter or (ii) its dielectric surrounding. We postulate that our phenomenological concept is generic and thus directly applicable to other metals exhibiting LSPR and spectrally localized IBTs, such as Al, Cu, Fe or Co. Moreover, we hope that it may stimulate further investigations to elucidate in detail the conceptual similarity with Rabi splitting in quantum systems and it's implications for nanoplasmonic systems that interact with interband transitions. Specific issues to be addressed are, for example, that the width of the energy split observed in the Ni system (ca. 1.1 eV) is proportional to the strength of the coupling and that the linewidths of the two resonances (for a 60 nm disk) are of the order of 1.4 eV (LE) and 3.6 eV (HE). In other words, the sum of the linewidths is significantly larger than the frequency split. This implies that damping has to be considered in a more quantitative analysis and that the present case can't be formally regarded as a "truly strongly coupled system".
Methods

Drude-Lorentz Model of the Nickel Dielectric Function
For our FDTD and MLWA simulations and calculations, respectively, we used the complex dielectric function of Nickel as calculated using the Drude-Lorentz Model according to:
For the best fit to the experimentally determined dielectric function of Ni published by Johnson & Christy 7 , we used the following parameters: ε ∞ =3.6 eV; ω P =11.7 eV; γ c =1.4 eV; G 0 =4.6; ω 0 =4.9 eV; Γ=3.5 eV.
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